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DESY 12-004Asymmetri Dark Matter from Spontaneous Cogenesis in theSupersymmetri Standard ModelKohei Kamada�Deutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY,Notkestra�e 85, D-22607 Hamburg, GermanyMasahide YamaguhiyDepartment of Physis, Tokyo Institute of Tehnology, Tokyo 152-8551, Japan(Dated: June 27, 2012)AbstratThe observational relation between the density of baryon and dark matter in the Universe,
DM=
B ' 5, is one of the most diÆult problems to solve in modern osmology. We disussa senario that explains this relation by ombining the asymmetri dark matter senario and thespontaneous baryogenesis assoiated with the at diretion in the supersymmetri standard model.A part of baryon asymmetry is transferred to harge asymmetry D that dark matter arries, if asymmetry violating interation that works at high temperature breaks not only B �L but also Dsymmetries simultaneously. In this ase, the present number density of baryon and dark matteran be same order if the symmetri part of dark matter annihilates suÆiently. Moreover, thebaryon number density an be enhaned as ompared to that of dark matter if another B � Lviolating interation is still in thermal equilibrium after the spontaneous genesis of dark matter,whih aommodates a TeV sale asymmetri dark matter model.
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I. INTRODUCTIONThe existene of dark matter (DM) [1, 2℄ and the present baryon asymmetry [1, 3℄ are themost important hallenges in modern osmology sine it is quite diÆult to aommodatethem in the ontext of the standard model of partile physis (SM). Many attempts to explainthem separately have been proposed. For example, thermal relis of weakly interatingmassive partiles (WIMP) an explain the present dark matter abundane elegantly [2, 4℄.A�ek-Dine (AD) baryogenesis [5, 6℄, baryogenesis through leptogenesis [7℄, eletroweakbaryogenesis [8℄, and so on have been proposed as viable models for baryogenesis. However,the oinidene of the present density parameter of baryons and dark matter, 
DM=
B ' 5[1℄, is extremely diÆult to explain. One of the reasons lies in the fat that CP violation isessential for baryogenesis [3℄ while the thermal reli DM does not need CP violation. Thus,we annot help but regard suh a oinidene as an aident as far as the thermal relisenario is responsible for the present dark matter abundane.1Reently, an alternative senario of DM that explains this oinidene dubbed as \asym-metri dark matter (ADM)" [10℄ has been paid great attention. In this senario, DM isassumed to be harged under a global symmetry, whih guarantees the stability of DM.Asymmetry between DM and \anti"-DM is generated by the same physial origin as baryonasymmetry or transferred from baryon asymmetry generated by baryogenesis mehanism[11℄. If DM annihilation works suÆiently, the present DM is fully asymmetri so that theDM abundane oinides with its asymmetry. Sine the present number densities of baryonsand DM are linked (typially almost the same) in this senario, the oinidene is naturallyexplained as long as the mass of DM, MDM, is of the order of GeV sale.2 In fat, the massof DM is related to the proton mass, mp, as follows:MDM = 
DM
B nB=snDM=smp = O(1� 10)mp; (1)where nB(DM)=s and 
B(DM) represent the baryon (DM) number-to-entropy ratio and theenergy density parameter of baryon (DM), respetively.Among many baryogenesis models, spontaneous baryogenesis [13℄ is an attrative senarioin that it an work even in thermal equilibrium. In this mehanism, a nonvanishing veloity1 Very reently, an interesting WIMP senario [9℄ was proposed, in whih WIMP dark matter annihilationis diretly responsible for baryogenesis.2 See, for example, Ref. [12℄ for other attempts to explain the oinidene.2



of a salar �eld, _�, violates CPT invariane of the system and generates an e�etive hemialpotential between baryon and antibaryon through a derivative oupling between the salar�eld and the baryon urrent. When the system is in thermal equilibrium inluding baryonsymmetry breaking interations, the distribution of baryon and antibaryon di�ers due tothe hemial potential, whih implies the generation of baryon asymmetry even without CPviolation. Suh baryon asymmetry is �xed when the symmetry breaking interation freezesout. Thus, as long as a slow-rolling salar �eld derivatively oupled to the baryon/leptonurrent, it is easy to realize baryogenesis [14℄.An ADM model assoiated with spontaneous baryogenesis dubbed as \spontaneous oge-nesis" has been proposed by Marh-Russell and MCullough reently [15℄. They disussedthe ADM senario by introduing a global U(1)X symmetry and a slow-rolling light salar�eld, whih is assumed to be derivatively oupled to the X urrent. The asymmetry is gen-erated in the DM setor and transmitted to the visible setor through the mixing operatorwhih mediates X and B�L violating interations but preserves one of their ombinations.The annihilation of the symmetri part of dark matter works well in some region of theparameter spae. However, sine the spontaneous mehanism works in the DM setor, theorigins of not only the DM �eld but also the light salar �eld are unidenti�ed, in partiular,the presene of the derivative oupling is simply assumed.On the other hand, Chiba, Takahashi, and one of the present authors (MY) have pointedout that suh a derivative interation an be naturally realized and spontaneous mehanismworks well [16℄ in the ontext of at diretions in the minimal supersymmetri standardmodel (MSSM) [17℄. One a at diretion aquires the vauum expetation value (VEV), thesymmetry possessed by the at diretion, typially a ombination of the B and L symmetries,is broken. Then, the Nambu-Goldstone (NG) boson assoiated with its symmetry breakingis shown to be derivatively oupled to the urrent. Its slow-roll motion due to an expliitsymmetry breaking A term indues the hemial potential of partiles harged under thesymmetry. Thus, baryon (B � L) asymmetry is spontaneously generated as long as thesymmetry breaking/mixing operator, whih an be easily introdued as a nonrenormalizableoperator in the MSSM setor, is in thermal equilibrium. Moreover, it is shown that thismehanism an work even for a at diretion without B � L harge 3 thanks to the mixing3 For the at diretion with B � L harge, AD mehanism works e�etively as well as spontaneous baryo-3



operator, whih is essentially the same introdued later by Marh-Russell and MCulloughin the ontext of ogenesis.In this paper, we propose another ADM senario by use of the MSSM at diretion,in whih the assoiated NG boson derivatively ouples to a ombination of the B and Lurrents, and its veloity indues an e�etive hemial potential. By introduing a DM�eld, its assoiated harge D, and a nonrenormalizable mixing interation that violates B;Land D harges simultaneously, dark matter and B � L asymmetries are generated at thesame time, whih favors dark matter with GeV sale mass. Moreover, typially speaking,there also exists an interation violating only a ombination of B and L harges in the MSSMsetor. Provided that suh an interation freezes out a little after the freeze-out of the mixinginteration,4 the baryon number density beomes slightly larger than that of the DM. Thus,our senario an aommodate DM with the weak-sale mass, whih may enable us to easilyidentify the origin of DM.5 We also �nd that the annihilation of the symmetri part ofDM works eÆiently if we extend our visible setor to the next-to-minimal supersymmetristandard model (NMSSM) [18℄. Thus, our senario is suitable for realizing an ADM modeland even aommodates TeV sale dark matter.This paper is organized as follows. In the next setion, the spontaneous baryogenesisin the MSSM at diretion is briey reviewed. A general disussion of the spontaneousogenesis as an ADM model is also made in the ontext of the MSSM. In Se. III, we disussonrete examples of spontaneous ogenesis and investigate realisti parameter range toexplain the present baryon and DM abundane simultaneously. We also omment on theannihilation proess of symmetri part of DM. Setion IV is devoted to our onlusions anda disussion.genesis. It should be also notied that this spontaneous mehanism works for a at diretion with neitherbaryon nor lepton harge by introduing another harge like the Peei-Quinn harge.[16℄4 This requirement is natural beause the latter interation breaks the symmetry more strongly than theformer interation.5 In the ase that a light salar �eld derivatively ouples to the D urrent as disussed in Ref. [15℄, suh aslight enhanement happens for the number density of dark matter instead of baryon harge, even if weintrodue an interation violating only D harges. In this ase, the mass of dark matter must be smallerthan GeV.
4



II. SPONTANEOUS COGENESIS IN A FLAT DIRECTIONA. Review of Spontaneous Baryogenesis in a Flat DiretionFirst we briey review the spontaneous baryogenesis mehanism proposed by Cohen andKaplan [13℄ and its realization in a at diretion of the supersymmetri standard model [16℄.Let us onsider an e�etive Lagrangian in whih a salar �eld a derivatively ouples to thebaryon urrent J�B,6 Le� = ���aM J�B: (2)Here M is a uto� sale and the baryon urrent is given byJ�B =Xm Bmj�m;j�m = 8<: � m� m for fermions;i('m��'�m � '�m��'m) for omplex salar �elds; (3)with Bm being the baryon number of the �eld  m('m). When a homogeneous salar �eld aaquires a nonvanishing lassial veloity, ��a = (_a; 0), the e�etive Lagrangian (2) reads,Le� = �Xm _aMBmnm = � _aM nB; (4)where we have used the fat that the 0-th omponent of baryon urrent represents the baryonnumber density, PmBmj0m = PmBmnm = nB. This e�etive Lagrangian an be regardedas number density multiplied by the e�etive hemial potential �m � � _aBm=M . If thereis a baryon number violating interation and the Universe is hot enough for the interationto be in thermal equilibrium, �elds  m('m) with baryoni harges are distributed aordingto their hemial potentials, whih leads to the generation of baryon asymmetry in theUniverse. Note that this proess does not require the Sakharov's ondition. Instead, anonvanishing lassial value of _a breaks the CPT invariane sine _a is odd under the CPTtransformation, whih spontaneously generates baryon asymmetry.As the temperature of the Universe dereases, the baryon number violating interationdeouples at T = Tde. If it happens before the deay of the �eld a, the baryon number6 Here we onsider only the baryon symmetry U(1)B for simpliity but it an be straightforwardly extendedto the ase with another global U(1) symmetry. 5



density is frozen out at the value,nB(tde) =Xm Bm gm�mT 3de6  �mTde +O "� �mTde�3#! ; (5)where gm is the degree of freedom of  m('m) and �m is de�ned as�m = 8<: 1 for fermions ( m);2 for salar �elds ('m): (6)The baryon-to-entropy ratio is �xed at reheating if Tde > TR and at the deoupling temper-ature if TR > Tde, where TR is the reheating temperature. Before reheating, the Universe isdominated by the inaton osillation, but thermal plasma has already existed, during whihthe temperature is related to the Hubble parameter as T ' (HMGT 2R)1=4 [4℄ withMG and Hbeing the redued Plank mass and the Hubble parameter, respetively. Thus, the presentbaryon-to-entropy ratio is given bynBs ' 8>><>>: 154�2g�sPmBmgm�m�mTde for Tde < TR;154�2g�sPmBmgm�m�mTde � TRTde�5 for Tde > TR; (7)where g�s ' 200 is the e�etive degrees of freedom of relativisti �elds. No entropy produ-tion after reheating is also assumed.Following the disussion of Ref. [16℄, we see how the e�etive Lagrangian like Eq. (2) nat-urally arises and spontaneous baryogenesis is realized in the ontext of the supersymmetristandard model. In supersymmetri theories, there are many at diretions along whih thesalar potential vanishes. Sine a at diretion is harged under the U(1)B and/or U(1)Lsymmetries, suh symmetries are spontaneously broken if salar �elds aquire nonvanishingexpetation values along the at diretion. Then, the NG boson assoiated with this sym-metry breaking derivatively ouples to its urrents, whih is exatly the e�etive interationwe want. More onretely, a at diretion an be parameterized by omposite holomorphigauge-invariant polynomials as X = NYi=1 �i; (8)where N is the number of super�elds �i that onstitute the at diretion. The expetationvalue of a salar �eld orresponding to �i (we use the same symbol for a super�eld and itssalar part) an be deomposed as h�ii = fip2ei�i; (9)6



where fi=p2 is the absolute value of �i and �i is its phase. Note that their values are relatedeah other due to the F - and D-at onditions. Sine the �eld �i is harged under theU(1)B or U(1)L symmetry, we need to treat both symmetries adequately for spontaneousbaryogenesis in a at diretion. For this purpose, we onsider U(1)A� symmetries, whih arethe two independent linear ombinations of the U(1)B and U(1)L symmetries. The U(1)A�harges of the �eld �i are de�ned asQ+i = Bi os � + Li sin � for U(1)A+; (10)Q�i = �Bi sin � + Li os � for U(1)A� ; (11)with � given by tan � � PNi=1 LiPNi=1Bi : (12)Here we denote the harges of �i as Bi and Li, respetively. The at diretion X is hargedunder U(1)A+ but is not harged under U(1)A� as a whole.In order to identify NG bosons, we express the phase of the salar �eld �i as [19, 20℄�i = Bi�B + Li�L = Q+i �+ +Q�i ��; (13)where �B; �L; �+ and �� are the angles onjugate to the generators of the symmetries,respetively, and are related as0��B�L1A = 0�os � � sin �sin � os � 1A0��+��1A : (14)The NG bosons assoiated with the spontaneous breaking of the U(1)A� symmetries aredenoted as a� and an be expressed by the angles �� through the deay onstant matrix F ,0�a+a�1A = F 0��+��1A : (15)Sine the (anonial) kineti terms of a� are given by those of �i with fi �xed, the deayonstant matrix F satis�es the following relation:F TF =Xi f 2i 0� Q+i Q+i Q+i Q�iQ�i Q+i Q�i Q�i 1A : (16)
7



On the other hand, the deay onstant matrix F takes the following form beause only theNG boson a+ is lifted by an A term, as we will see later:F = 0� va 0f01 f111A : (17)Combining Eqs. (16) and (17) yields the deay onstants,v2a =Xi f 2i Q+2i � �Pi f 2i Q+i Q�i �2Pi f 2i Q�2i ; f01 = Pi f 2i Q+i Q�iqPi f 2i Q�2i ; f11 =sXi f 2i Q�2i : (18)A at diretion is often parameterized by a representative salar �eld � asX = �N ; (19)where � = �p2ei�; � �  Yi fi!1=N ; � � 1N Xi �i = a+NvaQ+; (20)with Q+ �PiQ+i = �p(PiBi)2 + (Pi Li)2 depending on the sign of os �. Notie that a�does not appear here beause the at diretion is not harged under the U(1)A� symmetryas a whole.Now we derive a derivative oupling of a+ and the U(1)A+ urrent as a onsequene of thespontaneous breaking of the U(1)A+ symmetry due to the nonvanishing expetation valuesof salar �elds along a at diretion.7 Under the in�nitesimal U(1)A+ transformation, theNG boson a+ transforms as a+ ! a+ + va�, where � is the in�nitesimal transformationparameter. At the same time, a matter �eld �m that has a U(1)A+ harge Q+m transformsas �m ! �m + �Æ�m with Æ�m = iQ+m�m. Then, the U(1)A+ urrent de�ned asJ�A+ � �Xm0 �L�(���m0)Æ�m0 ; (21)where m0 runs all the �elds that are harged under the U(1)A+ symmetry, redues toJ�A+ = va��a+ +Xm Q+mj�m: (22)7 There is also a derivative oupling between a� and the U(1)A� urrent, but ��a� does not aquire anonvanishing lassial value beause it remains massless even with the presene of an A term.8



Current onservation gives the equation of motion for a+,��J�A+ = va�2a+ +Xm Q+m��j�m = 0: (23)While the �rst term in the middle equation in Eq. (23) represents the kineti term for theNG mode a+, the seond term omes from the following e�etive Lagrangian:Le� = �Xm Q+mva (��a+)j�m; (24)whih represents a derivative oupling of the NG boson a+ and the harged �elds. Thus,a nonvanishing veloity of a+ an lead to spontaneous genesis of U(1)A+ asymmetry aslong as the symmetry breaking operator is in thermal equilibrium. When the �eld a+is homogeneous, the e�etive Lagrangian redues to Le� = Pm ��mnm with the hemialpotential ��m given by ��m � �Q+mva _a+: (25)Next, let us disuss the dynamis of a at diretion. Though the salar potential vanishesalong the at diretion in the supersymmetri and renormalizable limit, it an be lifted [6℄by the supersymmetry (SUSY)-breaking e�ets and a nonrenormalizable superpotential ofthe form, WNR = XkNkMNk�3� = �nnMn�3� ; (26)with M� being a uto� sale and n = Nk. Then, the resultant salar potential is written as[6℄ V = V 6S + �a3=2 m3=2nMn�3� �n + h::� + j�j2n�2M2n�6� : (27)Here V6S represents the soft breaking e�et that depends on the SUSY-breaking mehanism,and the seond term in the right-hand side omes from supergravity e�ets and is alled anA term. m3=2 is the gravitino mass and a3=2 is a omplex numerial fator whose amplitudeis of the order of unity.8During ination, a at diretion an aquire negative Hubble indued mass squared if ithas a nonanonial interation to the inaton in the K�ahler potential with appropriate signand magnitude [6℄, VH = �HH2j�j2; (28)8 Sine a3=2 an be real by �eld rede�nition, we treat it as a real parameter.9



where H is a positive onstant of the order of unity. This term destabilizes the at diretionfrom the origin so that it aquires a large expetation value, whose magnitude is determinedby the balane between the negative Hubble indued mass term and the F term,�min ' (HMn�3� )1=(n�2): (29)During the inaton osillation dominated era, in addition to the Hubble indued mass (28)whih remains until the inaton deay (that is, reheating), thermal e�ets [21℄ an also kikthe at diretion from the origin through the negative thermal logarithmi potential [22℄,9Vthlog = ��T 4 log� j�j2T 2 � : (30)This term represents a two-loop �nite temperature e�et oming from the running of thegauge/Yukawa oupling assoiated with the nonzero expetation value of the at diretion.Though the sign of � depends on a at diretion, we take it to be positive here. Dependingon whih term dominates, the at diretion sits on the value given in (29) or the minimumgiven by �min ' (� 12T 2Mn�3� )1=(n�1): (31)As the Hubble parameter and the temperature of the Universe derease, the soft SUSY-breaking mass term and other zero temperature terms overwhelm these terms, whih makesthe potential minimum the origin. The radial omponent of the at diretion, �, starts itsosillation around the origin when H2 . �2V=��2. In the same way, the NG boson alsostarts its osillation when H2 . V 00; (32)where V 00 represents the seond derivative of the salar potential with respet to a+. Theosillation of the NG boson a+ typially takes plae earlier than that of �. Until the onsetof its osillation, the NG boson remains in the slow-roll regime, whih is required for thespontaneous genesis [20℄.The motion of the NG boson a+ is governed by an A term beause it breaks the U(1)A+symmetry expliitly and generates the potential for a+. The A term an be expressed asVA = a3=2m3=22n2�1nMn�3� �n os[n�℄ =M4A os �kQ+va a+� ; (33)9 Even during the inaton osillation dominated era, thermal plasma exists as a subdominant omponentof the Universe, oming from the inaton deay.10



with M4A � �na3=2m3=2=(2n=2�1 nMn�3� ). Then, the equation of motion of a+ is given by�a+ + 3H _a+ �M4AkQ+va sin �kQ+va a+� = 0: (34)While the ondition V 00 ' m3=2M4A=�2min . H2 is met, the NG boson a+ is in the slow-rollregime, whih leads to 3H _a+ +M4AkQ+va ' 0: (35)Here we have approximated sin(kQ+a+=va) ' 1 and � ' �min. Then, _a+ aquires a nonva-nishing expetation value, j _a+j ' kQ+HvaM4A: (36)For suessful spontaneous baryogenesis, the B�L breaking interation must be deoupledduring the slow-roll of the NG boson a+ beause, otherwise, the resulting B�L asymmetryis severely suppressed [20℄.Let us see how spontaneous baryogenesis works in a at diretion. Sine the sphaleronproess is expeted to work at a later epoh,10 B � L asymmetry must be generated forsuessful baryogenesis. Otherwise, the sphaleron proess would wash out both B and Lasymmetries. For this purpose, we onsider a B � L breaking interation, whose amount ofB and L violations are denoted as �B and �L, respetively. Sine B and L asymmetriesare generated only through this interation, they must satisfy the following relation:nB�B = nL�L : (37)However, the asymmetries based on the hemial potential ��m de�ned in Eq. (25) do notneessarily obey the above onstraint, whih requires the hemial potential to be modi�ed.The onstraint (37) is rewritten in terms of the number density of �m, nm, asXm �mnm = 0; �m � Bm�L � Lm�B; (38)whih is also equivalent to the ondition for the hemial potential for �m, �m,Xm �mgm�m�m = 0: (39)10 The sphaleron proess is usually assumed to be in thermal equilibrium for T . 1012 GeV. However, inase that the weak gauge bosons beome massive due to the large VEV of a at diretion, the sphaleronon�guration is not exited so that it is e�etive only after the deay of the at diretion.11



Thus, ��m should be modi�ed so as to be perpendiular to �m, yielding the physial hemialpotential �m, �m = ��m � (�� � �)�2 �m; (40)where we have de�ned the following shorthand:Y 2 �Xm �mgmY 2m; Y � Z �Xm �mgmYmZm: (41)Sine the number density of �m, nm, at the deoupling temperature is expressed asnm(Tde) = �mgm6 �mT 2de; (42)the resultant B � L asymmetry is given bynB�L(Tde) =Xm (Bm � Lm)nn(Tde) = (�B ��L)(�B�B + �L�L) B2L2B2�2L + L2�2B T 2de6 :(43)Here we have de�ned �B � � _a+ os �va ; �L � � _a+ sin �va ; (44)and assumed BmLm = 0 for all the �m �elds, whih are reasonable for the (supersymmetri)standard model partiles. From (43), it is manifest that the following two onditions mustbe satis�ed for suessful B � L genesis:�B ��L 6= 0; �B�B + �L�L = ��Q+ _a+va 6= 0: (45)Thus, the B � L asymmetry is generated even if a at diretion X itself does not have aB�L harge. Depending on whether the B�L breaking interation is deoupled before orafter the reheating, the �nal B � L asymmetry is estimated asnB�Ls ' 154�2g�s (�B ��L)(�B(Tde)�B + �L(Tde)�L)B2L2Tde(�2BL2 +�2LB2) �8><>: 1 for Tde < TR;� TRTde�5 for Tde > TR:(46)After the deay of the at diretion, a part of the B � L asymmetry is onverted to thebaryon asymmetry through the sphaleron e�et,nBs = 823 nB�Ls : (47)Thus, we have a suessful baryogenesis senario with appropriate parameter hoies suhas reheating temperature or gravitino mass in the ontext of the supersymmetri standardmodel [16℄. 12



B. Spontaneous CogenesisWe present a senario of spontaneous ogenesis in the supersymmetri at diretions inthe similar way as disussed in the previous subsetion. For this purpose, we introdue anadditional U(1) symmetry denoted as U(1)D, whih is responsible for the stability of darkmatter, and a pair of hiral supermultiplets 	 and �	 whose U(1)D harge are 1 and �1,respetively. These �elds onstrut a mass term,Wmass =M		�	: (48)We also assume that the standard model �elds are neutral under U(1)D and the superpo-tential of the system an be expressed as W = WMSSM +Wmass in the renormalizable limit,where WMSSM is the superpotential for the MSSM.1. The ase with only a B-L-D mixing interationLet us �rst onsider a ase that there is only a B-L-D mixing interation. Denotingthe amount of B;L and D violation as �B;�L and �D for this interation, produedasymmetries must satisfy the following relations:nB�B = nL�L = nD�D ; (49)whih are equivalent to relations on the number densities of m-th �eld,Xm �(1)m nm =Xm �(2)m nm = 0; (50)with �(1)m � Dm�L � Lm�D; �(2)m � Dm�B �Bm�D: (51)These relations are also rewritten in terms of hemial potential as�(1) � � = �(2) � � = 0: (52)Then, the physial hemial potential of m-th �eld an be expressed as�m = ��m � �1�(1)m � �2�(2)m ; (53)13



with the numerial parameters �1 and �2 given by�1 = ��2B�LL2D2 ��2D�LL2B2 +�B�L�BB2D2�D(�2BL2D2 +�2LD2B2 +�2DB2L2) ; (54)�2 = ��2L�BB2D2 ��2D�BB2L2 +�B�L�LL2D2�D(�2BL2D2 +�2LD2B2 +�2DB2L2) : (55)Then, the B�L andD asymmetries at the deoupling of the mixing interation are estimatedas nB�L(Tde) = T 2de6 (B � L) � � = (�B�B + �L�L)(�B ��L)B2L2D2�2BL2D2 +�2LD2B2 +�2DB2L2 T 2de6 ; (56)nD(Tde) = T 2de6 D � � = (�B�B + �L�L)�DB2L2D2�2BL2D2 +�2LD2B2 +�2DB2L2 T 2de6 ; (57)with Tde being the deoupling temperature of the mixing interation. From these expres-sions, it is manifest that �B�B + �L�L 6= 0 is required for the generation of both B � Land D asymmetries. In addition, �B ��L 6= 0 and �D 6= 0 are neessary for B � L and Dasymmetries, respetively. The former ondition implies that the mixing interation mustviolate Q+ sine the at diretion has Q+ harge as a whole and the derivative ouplingats as the hemial potential for Q+. The latter onditions reet the fat that the mixinginteration itself needs to violate B � L and D asymmetries.Depending on the deoupling temperature, the present asymmetries are estimated asnB�Ls ' 154�2g�s (�B ��L)(�B(Tde)�B + �L(Tde)�L)B2L2D2Tde(�2BL2D2 +�2LD2B2 +�2DB2L2) �8><>: 1 for Tde < TR;� TRTde�5 for Tde > TR;(58)nDs ' 154�2g�s�D(�B(Tde)�B + �L(Tde)�L)B2L2D2Tde(�2BL2D2 +�2LD2B2 +�2DB2L2) �8><>: 1 for Tde < TR;� TRTde�5 for Tde > TR: (59)If annihilation proess works suÆiently, only asymmetri part of D harges, that is, the 	(or �	) partile remains, whih is responsible for the present dark matter. Sine the ratio ofthe D asymmetry to the B�L one is determined by the amounts of violations of the mixinginteration, nD=snB�L=s = �D�B ��L ; (60)14



it is �xed after the freeze out of the mixing interation. After the deay of the at diretion,the sphaleron proess onverts a part of the B � L asymmetry into baryon asymmetry sothat the present baryon-to-entropy ratio is given by,nBs = 823 nB�Ls : (61)Therefore, the DM mass given byM	 ' 1:6GeV� �B ��L�D (62)an explain not only the present dark matter abundane,�DMs = M	nDs ' 4:1� 10�10GeV; (63)but also the present baryon-to-entropy ratio,nBs = (8:1� 9:4)� 10�11: (64)2. The ase with both a B-L-D mixing interation and a B � L violating interationLet us now onsider a ase with a B�L violating interation as well as a B-L-D violating(mixing) interation, whih an aommodate a TeV sale dark matter model. Denotingthe amounts of the harge violation as �B1 and �L1 for the B � L violating interationand �B2;�L2 and �D for the B-L-D mixing interation, respetively, the B;L and Dasymmetries satisfy the following relation:Xm ��mnm = �L1�DnB ��B1�DnL � (�B2�L1 ��B1�L2)nD = 0; (65)where ��m is de�ned as��m � �L1�DBm ��B1�DLm � (�B2�L1 ��B1�L2)Dm; (66)if there are no other symmetry breaking interations. This relation is rewritten in terms ofhemial potential as �� � � = 0: (67)Then, the physial hemial potential of m-th �eld an be expressed as�m = ��m � ���m; (68)15



with the numerial onstant � given by� = (�B�L1B2 � �L�B1L2)�D�2L1�2DB2 +�2B1�2DL2 + (�B2�L1 ��B1�L2)2D2 : (69)From this expression, the B � L and D asymmetries at the deoupling of the mixing inter-ation11 are estimated asnB(Tde2) = [(�B�B1 + �L�L1)�B1�2DL2 + �B(�B2�L1 ��B1�L2)2D2℄B2�2D(�2L1B2 +�2B1L2) + (�B2�L1 ��B1�L2)2D2 T 2de26 ; (70)nL(Tde2) = [(�B�B1 + �L�L1)�L1�2DB2 + �L(�B2�L1 ��B1�L2)2D2℄L2�2D(�2L1B2 +�2B1L2) + (�B2�L1 ��B1�L2)2D2 T 2de26 ; (71)nD(Tde2) = �D(�B�L1B2 � �L�B1L2)(�B2�L1 ��B1�L2)D2�2D(�2L1B2 +�2B1L2) + (�B2�L1 ��B1�L2)2D2) T 2de26 ; (72)with Tde2 being the deoupling temperature of the mixing interation. Thus, it is mani-fest that the following three onditions must be satis�ed for suessful dark matter genesis(ogenesis), �D 6= 0; �B2�L1 ��B1�L2 6= 0; �B�L1B2 � �L�B1L2 6= 0: (73)The �rst ondition implies that D violation is neessary for the genesis of D asymmetry.The seond ondition reets the fat that, only when �B2�L1 ��B1�L2 6= 0, ��m dependson Dm and the e�etive hemial potential of D harged partiles arises. The last onditionimplies that the ratio of �BB2 to �LL2 should not be equal to the ratio of �B1 to �L1. Theformer represents the ratio of the would-be baryon and lepton asymmetries generated by thee�etive hemial potential ��m without the onstraint (65). Note also that, if both of theratios oinide, the onstant � given in Eq. (69) vanishes. Thus, the last ondition requiresthat the B-L-D mixing interation as well as the B � L violating interation must reallywork to generate B and L asymmetries, whih involves the generation of D asymmetry.Depending on the deoupling temperature, the present D asymmetry is estimated interms of number-to-entropy ratio asnDs ' 154�2g�s�D [�B(Tde2)�L1B2 � �L(Tde2)�B1L2℄ (�B2�L1 ��B1�L2)D2[�2D(�2L1B2 +�2B1L2) + (�B2�L1 ��B1�L2)2D2℄Tde2�8><>: 1 for Tde2 < TR;� TRTde2�5 for Tde2 > TR: (74)11 We assume that the B � L violating interation deouples after the deoupling of the B-L-D mixinginteration sine the symmetry the former breaks is smaller than that the latter does.16



On the other hand, the B�L violating interation ontinues to generate B and L asymme-tries. Sine the amounts of variation of these asymmetries generated after the deoupling ofthe mixing interation are determined only by the violating interation, B and L asymme-tries must satisfy the following relation,nB(T )� (a(Tde2)=a(T ))3nB(Tde2)nL(T )� (a(Tde2)=a(T ))3nL(Tde2) = �B1�L1,�L1nB(T )��B1nL(T ) = �a(Tde2)a(T ) �3 (�L1nB(Tde2)��B1nL(Tde2))= �a(Tde2)a(T ) �3 (�B�L1B2 � �L�B1L2)(�B2�L1 ��B1�L2)2D2[�2D(�2L1B2 +�2B1L2) + (�B2�L1 ��B1�L2)2D2℄ T 2de26� C(T; Tde2): (75)This relation is rewritten in terms of the hemial potential as~� � � = 6T 2C(T; Tde2); (76)with ~�m � �L1Bm ��B1Lm: (77)Then, the hemial potential of m-th �eld an be expressed as�m = ��m � ~�~�m; (78)with the numerial onstant ~� given by~� = (�B�L1B2 � �L�B1L2)� 6C(T; Tde2)=T 2�2L1B2 +�2B1L2 : (79)The B � L asymmetry at the deoupling of the B � L violating interation, T = Tde1, isestimated asnB�L(Tde1) = (�B1��L1)(�B�B1+�L�L1) B2L2B2�2L1 + L2�2B1 T 2de16 +�L1B2 +�B1L2�2L1B2 +�2B1L2C(Tde1; Tde2):(80)In the ase of C(Tde1; Tde2) = 0,12 depending on the deoupling temperature, the present12 This is an appropriate approximation sine the asymmetry �L1nB � �B1nL at the deoupling of themixing interation is onsiderably suppressed by a fator of (a(Tde2)=a(T ))3. Even if C(T; Tde2) has anon-negligible value, the present asymmetry is easily alulated by the same proedure.17



B � L number-to-entropy ratio is evaluated asnB�Ls = 154�2g�2 (�B1 ��L1)(�B(Tde1)�B1 + �L(Tde1)�L1)B2L2(B2�2L1 + L2�2B1)Tde1�8><>: 1 for Tde1 < TR;� TRTde1�5 for Tde1 > TR: (81)After the deay of the at diretion, the sphaleron proess swithes on and reon�gures thebaryon asymmetry so that the present baryon asymmetry is estimated asnBs = 3023�2g�2 (�B1 ��L1)(�B(Tde1)�B1 + �L(Tde1)�L1)B2L2(B2�2L1 + L2�2B1)Tde1�8><>: 1 for Tde1 < TR;� TRTde1�5 for Tde1 > TR: (82)The ratio of the D asymmetry to the B � L asymmetry is suppressed by a fator ofO((Tde1=Tde2)6) apart from a numerial fator, if TR < Tde1; Tde2 and the temperaturedependene of the hemial potential is negleted. Therefore, the mass of 	 given byM	 � 1GeV� �Tde2Tde1�6 (83)an explain the present dark matter abundane (63) and the baryon-to-entropy ratio (64)simultaneously. Thus, this senario an aommodate dark matter with weak sale mass ifTde2=Tde1 � O(101=2).One may wonder whether the baryon and dark matter isourvature perturbation wouldbe too large to be onsistent with the present observations. The isourvature perturbationsroughly an be estimated byÆnB(D)nB(D) ' Æ _a+_a+ ' Æa+a+ ' 12� �HinfM� �(n�3=n�2) ; (84)with Hinf being the Hubble parameter during ination. Therefore, for large M� omparedto the Hubble parameter during ination, the baryon and dark matter isourvature pertur-bations are signi�antly suppressed.III. APPLICATIONHere we onsider onrete examples of spontaneous ogenesis in a at diretion of theMSSM with B � L = 0 and B + L 6= 0. The AD mehanism works only for a at diretion18



with B � L harge, otherwise the sphaleron proess would wash out B and L asymmetriesbefore the eletroweak phase transition.13 On the other hand, spontaneous baryo/ogenesisan work even for a at diretion without B � L harge. Therefore, in order to avoid toolarge asymmetry generated by the AD mehanism, we investigate the ogenesis senarioalong a at diretion without B � L harge.For de�niteness, we hoose the QQQL at diretion parameterized asQr1 = 1p2 0�fei�B=30 1A ; Qb2 = 1p20� 0fei�B=31A ; Qg3 = 1p2 0�fei�B=30 1A ; L1 = 1p20� 0fei�L1A ;(85)where r; b and g are olor indies, and f; �B and �L are real parameters. In this example,all fi's de�ned in Eq. (9) are idential and denoted by f , whih yields � = f for therepresentative salar �eld. Sine the weak gauge bosons beome massive due to the largeVEV of the at diretion, the sphaleron proess does not work until the deay of this atdiretion. For this at diretion, �; Q�i and va de�ned in Eqs. (10), (11), (12) and (18) aregiven bytan � = 1; Q+i = Bi + Lip2 ; Q�i = �Bi + Lip2 ; va = �p2 : (86)Sine some of the �elds beome massive due to the diret oupling to the at diretion whenit aquires a large VEV, the quantities that represent the light degrees of freedom of baryon,lepton, and dark matter are estimated asB2 �Xm �mgmB2m = 232 ; L2 = 812 ; D2 = 12; (87)respetively. The reason why half-integer baryon and lepton number squared appear omesfrom the fat that some of massless eigenstates are realized as mixed states of (s)quarks and(s)leptons.In order to evaluate the e�etive hemial potential, we disuss the evolution of the at di-retion. Though the salar potential along the at diretion vanishes in the supersymmetri13 If Q balls are formed and do not evaporate away before the EWPT, the AD mehanism is still viableeven for a at diretion with vanishing B � L harge. Sine Q balls protet the asymmetries from thesphaleron proess, both baryon and lepton asymmetries an be generated in the Universe. However, inour onrete models, Q balls are not formed beause the at diretion quikly deays just after it startsthe osillation, as disussed later. 19



and renormalizable limit, it is lifted up by a nonrenormalizable superpotential,WNR = QQQL4M� ; (88)with M� being a uto� sale for this interation and SUSY-breaking e�et. Assuming thenegative Hubble indued mass squared, the at diretion is destabilized at the origin andaquires a large VEV. After ination, the (negative) thermal logarithmi potential Eq. (30)arises from thermal plasma that exists even in the inaton dominated era as a subdominantomponent of the Universe. Note that all the gauge �elds beome massive sine the QQQLat diretion ompletely breaks the SM gauge groups. Thus, thermal logarithmi potentialoming from the two-loop �nite temperature e�ets is dominated by the e�et of the runningof the top Yukawa oupling with the nonzero �eld value of the salar �elds. Sine the one-loop orretion to the top Yukawa oupling is negative, the thermal logarithmi orretionturns out to be negative [23℄. Then, the dynamis of the QQQL at diretion follows thedisussion in Se. IIA with n = 4. During the inaton osillation dominated era, thispotential has a minimum at�min � 8<: (HM�)1=2 for T > T;�1=6(T 2M�)1=3 for T < T; (89)with the ritial temperature T given byT � �1=8T 3=4R M3=8G M�1=8� : (90)After reheating, the negative Hubble indued mass squared vanishes. Then, the potentialminimum is determined by the balane of the thermal logarithmi potential and the F term,and is given by �min � �1=6(T 2M�)1=3: (91)The at diretion follows this minimum until the mass term14 overwhelms the thermallogarithmi potential at T � ��1=4m3=43=2M1=4� ; � � (m3=2M�)1=2: (92)Below this temperature, the at diretion starts its osillation around the origin and deaysquikly sine its deay rate � � m3=2=8� is muh larger than the Hubble parameter H �14 Here we assume the gravity mediated SUSY-breaking mehanism.20



T 2=MG � ��1=2m3=2(f=MG). Thus, Q balls would not be formed beause of the quik deayof the at diretion.While the NG boson a+ slow-rolls, its veloity is estimated from Eqs. (36), (89) and (91)as j _a+j = Q+HvaM4A = a3=2m3=28M�H �3min' 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
a3=28 m3=2�min for T > T; TR;�1=3a3=2m3=2MGT 2R8M1=3� T 8=3 �min for TR < T < T;�1=3a3=2m3=2MG8M1=3� T 2=3 �min for T < TR: (93)Then, the hemial potential ��m de�ned in Eq. (25) is given by��m = �Bm + Lmp2va _a+ = Bm�B + Lm�L; (94)j�Bj = j�Lj ' a3=28 m3=2 �8>>>>><>>>>>: 1 for T > T; TR;�1=3MGT 2RM1=3� T 8=3 for TR < T < T;�1=3MGM1=3� T 2=3 for T < TR; (95)where we have used Eqs. (24) and (93). The slow-roll violating ondition of the NG bosongiven in Eq. (32) is expressed in terms of the temperature as

T < Tslow � 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
(a3=2m3=2MGT 2R)1=4 for Tslow > T; TR; �a33=2m33=2M6GT 12RM� !1=20 for T > Tslow > TR; �a33=2m33=2M6GM� !1=8 for TR > Tslow: (96)

Equation (95) is valid for T > Tslow. Otherwise, they are severely suppressed beause the�eld a+ osillates rapidly [20℄.A. The ase with only a B-L-D mixing interationFirst we onsider a spontaneous ogenesis senario with only a B-L-D mixing interationdisussed in Se. II B 1. As an illustrative example, we onsider the following superpotential,Wmix = �u �d �d	2�2 ; (97)21



whih indues a B-L-D mixing interation,Lvio = 1�2 ~�uR ~�dR �dR	2 + h::; (98)where the tilde represents the fermion omponent of a hiral multiplet. Here we impose Z2symmetry on the DM setor. Some avor and olor ombinations of �u �d �d (e.g., �ubR1 �dgR2 �drR3)remain massless even though the QQQL at diretion aquires a large VEV. Then, thismixing interation is in thermal equilibrium at high temperature. More spei�ally, the rateof the interation is given by � � T 5=(8��4), whih leads to its deoupling temperature,Tde1 = 8>><>>: 8� �4MGT 2R for Tde1 > TR;(8�)1=3 �4=3M1=3G for Tde1 < TR: (99)Sine the amounts of B;L and D violation in this interation are given by�B = �1; �L = 0; �D = 2; (100)the operators �(1)m and �(2)m in Eq. (51) are written as�(1)m = �2Lm; �(2)m = �Dm � 2Bm: (101)Then, the present B � L and D asymmetries are estimated from Eqs. (58), (59), (94), and(95) asnB�Ls = 1035928�2g�s a3=2m3=2Tde �8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
� TRTde�5 for Tde > T; TR;�1=3MGT 2RM1=3� T 8=3de � TRTde�5 for TR < Tde < T;�1=3MGM1=3� T 2=3de for Tde2 < TR; (102)

jnDjs = 1035464�2g�s a3=2m3=2Tde �8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
� TRTde�5 for Tde > T; TR;�1=3MGT 2RM1=3� T 8=3de � TRTde�5 for TR < Tde < T;�1=3MGM1=3� T 2=3de for Tde < TR: (103)

Here we have assumed that _a+ < 0. 22



A part of the B � L asymmetry is transferred to B asymmetry through the sphaleronproess that works only after the QQQL at diretion deay. The present baryon asymmetryof the Universe is, then, estimated asnBs = 823 nB�Ls ' 45116�2g�sm3=2Tde �8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
� TRTde�5 for Tde > T; TR;�1=3MGT 2RM1=3� T 8=3de � TRTde�5 for TR < Tde < T;�1=3MGM1=3� T 2=3de for Tde < TR: (104)

The observed baryon asymmetry given in Eq. (64) an be explained with the parameters,for example, TR ' Tde ' 1012 GeV, m3=2 ' 4:5� 105 GeV, and M� > 2� 1027 GeV. Notiethat the onditions TR > T; Tslow are satis�ed for these parameters. If annihilation of the	 �elds ours suÆiently (this issue is disussed later), the �	 �eld with the mass ofM	 ' 0:8GeV (105)is also responsible for the present dark matter abundane given in Eq. (63).One may wonder suh a high reheating temperature generates too many lightest super-symmetri partiles (LSPs) suh as neutralinos that ould overlose the Universe or induesthe gravitino problem. These problems an be avoided if the mass of LSP is small enough,as is the ase with the axino LSP senario. Suh a small LSP mass is a natural assumptionsine a light partile is required for the annihilation of DMs in the �rst plae.B. The ase with both a B-L-D mixing interation and a B�L violating interationWe onsider a senario with a B � L violating operator given byLvio = 1�02 �d3R3~eL2~�L3 + h::; (106)as well as the B-L-D mixing interation given in Eq. (97). The latter operator omes froma nonrenormalizable superpotential, Wvio = �d33L2L3�02 ; (107)with �0 being a uto� sale. As disussed in the previous subsetion, by taking adequateavors and olors, all the �elds onstituting of this interation remain massless even though23



the QQQL at diretion aquires a large VEV. The amounts of B;L and D violation ofthese interations are given by�B1 = �1; �L1 = 2; �B2 = �1; �L2 = 0; �D = 2; (108)whih leads to the operators ��m [Eq. (66)℄ and ~�m [Eq. (77)℄ respetively,��m = 4Bm + 2Lm + 2Dm; ~�m = 2Bm + Lm: (109)As disussed in Se. II B 2, D asymmetry is generated thanks to the harge mix-ing/symmetry breaking interations. Depending on the deoupling temperature, fromEqs. (74), (94) and (95), the present D asymmetry is estimated asnDs = 57151576�2g�s a3=2m3=2Tde2 �8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
� TRTde2�5 for Tde2 > T; TR;�1=3MGT 2RM1=3� T 8=3de2 � TRTde2�5 for TR < Tde2 < T;�1=3MGM1=3� T 2=3de2 for Tde2 < TR; (110)

where we have assumed _a+ > 0.Assuming Tde1 < Tde2, the fator C(T; Tde2) given in Eq. (75) is evaluated asC(T; Tde2) = �a(Tde2)a(T ) �3 254�B(Tde2)T 2de2197 ; (111)with �B(T ) = �L(T ). Then, the resultant B �L asymmetry at the deoupling temperatureTde1 is given by nB�L(Tde1) = �1863�B(Tde1)692 T 2de1 � 35173C(Tde1; Tde2): (112)Sine a3�(T )T 2 inreases rapidly as T dereases, the seond term in Eq. (112) is negligible.Then, depending on the deoupling temperature, from Eqs. (82) and (95), the present Basymmetry is estimated asnBs ' 36451384�g�s a3=2m3=2Tde1 �8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
� TRTde1�5 for Tde1 > T; TR;�1=3MGT 2RM1=3� T 8=3de1 � TRTde1�5 for TR < Tde1 < T;�1=3MGM1=3� T 2=3de1 for Tde1 < TR: (113)

24



Here we have taken into aount the sphaleron proess that reon�gures B and L asymme-tries after the deay of the QQQL at diretion. The observed baryon asymmetry (Eq. (64))and the dark matter abundane [Eq. (63)℄ an be explained simultaneously, for example, bythe DM mass given by m	 ' 1:6TeV; (114)with the parameters, TR ' Tde1 ' 1012 GeV; m3=2 ' 105 GeV, M� > 5 � 1027 GeV, andTde2 ' 3� 1012 GeV, if the annihilation proess works suÆiently.Note that the ondition Tde1 . Tde2 is a natural assumption beause they are bothdimension 6 operators and hene their uto� sales have similar magnitudes with �0 . �.Operators whose dimension is less than 6 would deouple at higher temperature in theinaton osillation dominated era and at lower temperature in the radiation dominated era.Thus, suh interations may never be in thermal equilibrium in the osmi history and henewe do not onsider them.C. Dark matter annihilationIn order for a ogenesis senario to be suessful, the symmetri part of DM must beannihilated enough at thermal freeze-out. Suh an annihilation proess works signi�antlywhen its annihilation ross setion satis�es h�vreli > 10�9GeV�2 [4, 24℄. Here we showthat this issue is aomplished by embedding our senario in the NMSSM, whih an ex-plain the origin of the dark matter mass as well. Instead of giving the mass term of darkmatter Wmass = M		�	 and the � term W = �HuHd expliitly, we onsider the followingsuperpotential, �W = �	S	�	 + �HSHuHd + �3S3; (115)where S is an additional singlet �eld and �	; �H and � are numerial oeÆients. Induedby the soft SUSY-breaking e�et, S aquires a nonvanishing VEV, hSi, whih generates themass term of dark matter and the � term,M	 = �	hSi; � = �HhSi: (116)For �	 ' �H ' O(1) and hSi ' 102�3 GeV, we an obtain both the dark matter and theHiggs masses with the eletroweak sale. By deomposing the �eld S into the radial and thephase omponents S = (s=p2)eia=s with s replaed by the VEV, s = p2hSi, 	 and �	 an25



annihilate into the pair of a �eld if its mass is smaller than M	.15 This annihilation proessours through the following interation,�L =M		�	eia=s 3 �M	s2 	�	a2; (117)with the annihilation ross setion given byh�vreli = 116� M2	s4 = �4HM2	64��4 : (118)For M	 ' s ' 1TeV, we obtain h�vreli � 10�8GeV�2; (119)whih is large enough to annihilate the symmetri omponent of dark matter. For M	 ' 1GeV, the annihilation ross setion seems too small to annihilate the symmetri part of darkmatter signi�antly. This problem an be avoided if we introdue a bare � term,�WH = �0HuHd; (120)in addition to the superpotential (115). In this ase, the observed � term is expressed as� = �HhSi+ �0: (121)Then, the annihilation ross setion (118) is enhaned by a fator of (�=(� � �0))4 and itan be large enough to annihilate the symmetri part of DM suÆiently.IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONIn this paper, we have disussed an ADM model as an extension of the spontaneousbaryogenesis in the supersymmetri standard model. A slow-rolling salar �eld derivativelyoupled to the matter urrent is identi�ed with a at diretion in the supersymmetri stan-dard model, whih arises as a onsequene of the Nambu-Goldstone's theorem. In this setup,we have expliitly shown that the present abundanes of the baryon and the dark matter anbe naturally explained by introduing a nonrenormalizable B-L-D mixing interation and a15 The �eld a aquires the mass from the A term. Here we assume that it is smaller than the soft mass' m3=2. 26



few GeV dark matter mass. Moreover, in the ase that there is a B � L violating operatorin addition to suh a mixing interation, the baryon asymmetry an be slightly enhaned,whih enables us to aommodate dark matter with a TeV sale mass. On the other hand,suh an enhanement of the baryon asymmetry does not happen for a slow-rolling salar�eld derivatively oupled the dark matter urrent.We have found that our model favors relatively high reheating temperature and heavygravitino mass, whih may require some onstraints on the mass spetrum of SUSY par-tiles or introduing another new physial degree of freedom. However, our model an benaturally embedded in the NMSSM, whih o�ers us a lue to solve this problem as well asthe annihilation mode for the symmetri part of dark matter. It would be interesting toinvestigate its struture to satisfy the requirements of our senario in more detail.AknowledgmentWe would like to thank Wilfried Buhm�uller, Kazuki Sakurai, Teruaki Suyama, andFuminobu Takahashi for helpful omments and disussions. This work is supported in partby JSPS Grant-in-Aid for Sienti� Researh No. 21740187 (M.Y.).
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